We can provide you **detailed project reports** on the following topics. Please select the projects of your interests.

Each detailed project reports cover all the aspects of business, from analysing the market, confirming availability of various necessities such as plant & machinery, raw materials to forecasting the financial requirements. The scope of the report includes assessing market potential, negotiating with collaborators, investment decision making, corporate diversification planning etc. in a very planned manner by formulating detailed manufacturing techniques and forecasting financial aspects by estimating the cost of raw material, formulating the cash flow statement, projecting the balance sheet etc.

We also offer self-contained Pre-Investment and Pre-Feasibility Studies, Market Surveys and Studies, Preparation of Techno-Economic Feasibility Reports, Identification and Selection of Plant and Machinery, Manufacturing Process and or Equipment required, General Guidance, Technical and Commercial Counseling for setting up new industrial projects on the following topics.

Many of the engineers, project consultant & industrial consultancy firms in India and worldwide use our project reports as one of the input in doing their analysis.

We can modify the project capacity and project cost as per your requirement.
We can also prepare project report on any subject as per your requirement.

**Project Reports Available**

Aerated Water
Mineral Water
Mineral Water, Soda water & Pet Bottle
Pineapple Flavour For Bakery And Soda Water
Soft Drink Concentrate & Essence (Orange, Cola, Lime Pineapple) Flavour For Bakery And soda water
Soda Water & Sweet Drinks
Mineral Water with Pet Bottles Plant
Alum For Water Treatment
Cement Water Profing Compound
Distilled Water
Ferric Alum For Water Treatment
Extraction of Salt From Sea Water
Mineral Water
Mineral Water
Water Softner as Sodium Silicate
Solar Water Heating Panels
Distilled Water
Mineral Water
Water Proofing Formulation For Paper Cone Used For Speaker
Gripe Water
Saline Water & Dextrose Solution (IV fluid in plastic bottle)
Packaged Bottled Drinking Water
Bottled Drinking Water With Pet Bottles Manufacturing
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND CARBONATED WATER (IN JARS, PLASTIC BOTTLES AND GLASS)
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
Water for Injection (FFS Technology)

Inquire about Project Reports »

About NIIR

NIIR PROJECT CONSULTANCY SERVICES (NPCS) is a reliable name in the industrial world for offering integrated technical consultancy services. NPCS is manned by engineers, planners, specialists, financial experts, economic analysts and design specialists with extensive experience in the related industries.


NPCS also publishes varies process technology, technical, reference, self employment and startup books, directory, business and industry database, bankable detailed project report, market research report on various industries, small scale industry and profit making business. Besides being used by manufacturers, industrialists and entrepreneurs, our publications are also used by professionals including project engineers, information services bureau, consultants and project consultancy firms as one of the input in their research.

NIIR PROJECT CONSULTANCY SERVICES , 106-E, Kamla Nagar, New Delhi-110007, India. Email: pcs.india@gmail.com Website: NiIR.org
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